Research conducted by Roy Morgan for the City of Melbourne has revealed the majority of city workers want to get back to their workplace provided COVID-safe plans are in place.

Roy Morgan conducted 503 interviews with a sample of central city workers between Friday 27 November and Thursday 10 December 2020.

- 44% were willing to return to their central Melbourne workplaces
- 15% had already returned by December 2020
- Almost 60% wanted to return for improved health and wellbeing
- 53% were motivated by the improved productivity
- 53% were influenced to return by their direct manager or CEO
- COVID-safe procedures were the most commonly cited factor leading to people feeling safe returning to work

64% said the city atmosphere was a drawcard
Almost 60% were willing to return or already had
Less than 10% were not at all willing to return to work

The full Roy Morgan report is available at melbourne.vic.gov.au/covid19recovery